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Footprint, 2015. Gebundene Ausgabe. Condition: Neu. Neu Neuware, Importqualität, auf Lager,
Versand per Büchersendung - South America is epic. Home to the world's highest waterfall, the
longest mountain range and the largest rainforest - this continent will baffle you with its enormity.
While cities like Rio de Janeiro swing to the sounds of samba, locals jostle around market stalls in
Cuzco and indigenous farmers offer prayers to Pachamama - Mother Earth. Footprint's 92nd
edition of the South American Handbook is the ideal guidebook for adventure-hungry travellers.
From Inca ruins and tropical jungles to the vast open plains of Patagonia, Footprint's revised and
updated guide to South America provides comprehensive coverage, enabling you to escape the
crowd and discover the continent for yourself. - Highlights section so you know what not to miss -
Practical information on how to get to each country and around, plus suggested itineraries to help
you plan your trip, whether you are travelling for a week or a month - Well-researched cultural and
historical background sections available as an online resource - Tips for travelling with your kids -
The core of the guide provides comprehensive coverage of Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, Peru,...
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ReviewsReviews

These types of publication is the best book available. it absolutely was writtern very completely and helpful. I am very happy to explain how here is the
greatest book we have study within my individual existence and can be he greatest publication for possibly.
-- Lucas Brown-- Lucas Brown

Simply no terms to explain. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. Its been written in an remarkably easy way and is particularly
merely soon after i finished reading this book where basically changed me, affect the way i really believe.
-- Prof. Jedediah Kuhic DVM-- Prof. Jedediah Kuhic DVM
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